The Best of Morris 2021 returns to William Morris’s garden for inspiration. Seven graceful prints feature florals and leafy branches, plus his affectionate look at the birds and rabbits who shared the garden. Patterns include long-time favorites from the master at translating nature to cloth, colored with subtle shades that echo the natural dyes so important to Morris’s Arts & Crafts vision.
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BEST OF MORRIS  Barbara Brackman

8360 Asst. 15  8361 Asst. 10  8362 AB  8363 JR  8364 LC  8365 MC  8366 PP  SEPTEMBER DELIVERY

*30 Prints  *100% Premium Cotton
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s & PP’s include two each of 8360, 8367 and 8361-11, 12 & 13.
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